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Abstract: Thee paper aims too identify and analyze
a
factorss that
determine the transition from
m a traditional technical univeersity
to a sustainable entrepreneeurial universitty. The research is
based on Webb-based questioonnaire methodd and was madde at
the Universityy ”Politehnicaa” from Timissoara, based on a
scientifically representative
r
s
sample
taken. The
T universitiess, are
thus intended to play a highlyy central part inn the innovativee and
entrepreneuriaal process.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
In the currrent environmeent, society sufffers radical chaanges,
which must be reflected, primarily in organizing social
s
U
haave shown fleexibility over time,
institutions. Universities
starting their evolution from
m institutions with
w
a the teacching
T
Univeersity, later addopted a knowlledge
"mission" – Teaching
generation funnction (research) – Research University. Tooday,
universities need
n
to assum
me another mission,
m
namelly to
contribute to society
s
developm
ment more direectly, in order too join
themselves intto this process of
o transformation - Entrepreneeurial
University. Thhe mode in whhich these universities can beccome
entrepreneuriaal universities is reflected in
i the triple helix
model. Takingg in account thee role of the uniiversities, as staarting
point for the development of
o new knowleedge, these muust be
consolidated through
t
the ”triiple-helix” philoosophy, which is an
spiral type moodel of innovattion that describbes mutual relaations
in many diffferent points of the processs of accumullating
knowledge.
The ”triplee-helix” model of university-inndustry-governnment
relations is a neo-evolutionnary model of innovation proocess
being a modell for the analyssis of innovatioon in the knowlledge
based econom
my (Etzkowitzz, 2008). Thee model integgrates
activities from
m three "institutiional spheres": the universities, the
business secttor, the publicc sector. Thee first categorry is
composed off universities that develop their educattional
programs aimeed at training new
n skills for fuuture graduates. The
second category consists of decision makers
m
in inddustry
m
execcutives). The third
(entrepreneurss, investors, managers,
category consists of policy makers
m
in legisllative and execcutive
institutions off the state, whicch regulates the legal conditionns for
the industry, research
r
centerss and universitiies, public fundds for
R & D and eduucation (Etzkow
witz, 2000).
Entrepreneeurial Universitty is one of thee concepts bornn as a
result of reaction of unniversities to changing extternal
environment and is charactterized by the following: haas an
independent acctivity, on ownn risk, are engagged in economicc and
social developpment of the suurrounding regiion, are flexiblee, are
using creativeely the existingg resources, reedeploy its staaff to
adapt to envirronmental demaands and are opperating under strict
parameters of costs and profits (Clark, 2004).
The instituutions of higherr education andd the universities, are
thus intended to play a highlyy central part inn the innovativee and
entrepreneuriaal process – in society at large and inn the
individual regiion.
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Fig. 1. The new perrspective on thee role universitiies
Figure
F
1 preseents the new pperspective on the role of thee
univ
versities, on learrning and learning objectives.
Therefore,
T
the universities
u
muust play a moree important rolee
in th
he creation stagge of a new tecchnology and industry
i
periodd
and the industry must
m
play a moore important role
r
in its laterr
imprrovement stages.
The
T
Entreprenneurial Univeersity is a non-traditionall
instiitution which ruuns an indepenndent activity on
o its own risk,,
bein
ng strongly involved
i
in the economicc and sociall
deveelopment of thee region where it is located (F
Fiet, 2000). Alll
the resources the University usses are allocaated creatively,,
uding the humaan resource whiich may be disttributed and re-inclu
distrributed among departments aaccording to th
he institutionall
need
ds and econoomic reasons. The characteeristics of thee
entreepreneurial uniiversity are: auutonomy, innov
vativeness, riskk
takin
ng, proactiveneess, competitivee aggressivenesss.

2. DATA
D
AND METHODOL
M
LOGY
The
T
survey was conductted through a web-basedd
quesstionnaire and a personal ee-mail was seent to facultyy
mem
mbers of ”Politeehnica” Universsity from Timissoara.
Due
D to the arrray of characteeristics analyzeed through thee
surv
vey, the sample size was estabblished on first instance basedd
on liinear characteriistic, in unrepeeatable variant (Isaic-Maniu
(
ett
al., 2004):
2
N ⋅ z 12− p ⋅ σ 2b
n≅
(1))
N ⋅ δ 2 + z 12− p ⋅ σ 2b
where z1−p are Laplace’s
L
variabble values, forr a probabilityy
n our case α =
α = 1 − p , where α is the signifiicance level, in
0.00
01 (p = 99.9%), and therefore z 0.001 = 3.09 ; σ 2b - is the binaryy

charracteristic’s varriance, that is σ 2b = α ⋅ (1 − α ) . In order too
redu
uce statistical uncertainty, m
maximum variaance has beenn

utilized, therefore the sample was designed at the worst case
scenario, that is in our case σ 2b = 0.5 ⋅ (1 − 0.5 ) = 0.25 ; δ 2 is the
probable error, established in our case at a level of 4%. After
calculation, a sample size of n = 338 units (questionnaires) was
obtained. To reduce further the uncertainty of the research,
there has been a supplementary increase of sample size by 8 %,
that is approximately with 28 units (questionnaires). The
response rate is 45,92%, this figure can be considered a
reasonable response rate within the context. Finally 12
questionnaires were scrapped due to some uncorrectable errors,
the survey being performed on 156 questionnaires.
For the beginning, there were identified the factors which
are mostly influencing the transition measure to an
entrepreneurial university. They were grouped into four
categories namely: managerial, financial, qualitative and
entrepreneurial, connection with the external environment.
The analyzed managerial factors are: performant academic
management (PAcM), performant administrative management
(PAM), curriculum strategic and operational management
(CSOM), financing strategic and operational management
(FSOM), curriculum monitoring (CM), delegating mechanisms
(DM), change orientation mechanisms (COM) (fig.2).
The analyzed financial factors are: identifying durable
financing sources (IDFS), obtaining durable financing sources
(ODFS), cost management system (CMS), profit centers (PC),
financing academic and research structures through results
(FARSR), optimum ration between selffinancing and state
financing (ORSSF), optimum ratio between financial resources,
obtained through third party research capitalizing and state
financing (ORPSCSF) (fig.3).
The analyzed qualitative and entrepreneurial factors are:
developing an entrepreneurial culture (DEC), encouraging
inovation and creativity (EIC), quality culture orientation
(QCO), efficient procedures regarding quality assurance of
academic management (EPQAM), competitional strategies on
education market (CSEM) (fig.4).
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Fig. 2. Managerial factors analysis
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Fig. 3. Financial factors analysis
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Fig. 4. Qualitative and entrepreneurial factors analysis
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Fig. 5. Connection with external environment factors analysis
Connection with external environment is ensured by the
following factors: partners from external environment with
which university is collaborating (NPEE), centers developed
through
applicative
scientific
research
(NCDASR),
technologies, methodologies and procedures transffered to
external environment (NTMP), employers with which
university has partnerships (NEP), curriculums agreed with
partners from external environment (NCPEE), finalized
research projects in collaboration with partners from external
environment (NFRS) (fig.5).
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Analyzing the factors that determine the transition to a
sustainable entrepreneurial university, based on the study
conducted at University ”Politehnica” from Timisoara there
were obtained the following conclusions: the most important
factors are: performant academic management (89.01%);
obtaining durable financing sources (79.12%); developing an
entrepreneurial culture (70.33%); number of finalized research
projects in collaboration with partners from external
environment (80.22%).
This has resulted in a need to apply a new perspective on
the role of the universities and on the learning objectives the
universities should comply with. This also entails new
requirements to the implementation of the most advantageous
learning processes.
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